Four Faces of the
new Digital Aesthetic
Technology has transformed our visual culture and created new visual realities both on-line and in the
real world. These have been evolving since the 1960s and are now so ubiquitous and entrenched that it
is possible to map their different forms. These forms essentially reflect the spectrum of human response
to technology. Semiotic analysis offers a powerful way of interpreting and then navigating these distinct
worlds and managing the meanings embedded within them.

Screens which shape our minds
For years now children have been raised seeing the world through a screen interface. This interface is
resetting our aesthetic orientations, literally how we see and process the world. This change is
happening at an extraordinary speed and is all around us. Mostly we take the prevalence of this new
'digital aesthetic' for granted, though sometimes, as when Elon Musk named his child X Æ A-12 Musk, it
becomes more obvious.
We have analysed hundreds of images of brands and products we felt evidenced the ‘digital aesthetic’
and coded clusters of implicit cultural meaning into ‘territories’. These territories and the tensions
between them are mapped below.
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Digital Aesthetics

How to read this map
This map works through a logic of diagonal oppositions. The idea being that meanings exist in structural
opposition to each other, as Black is defined by White and vice versa.
The grey Neo Futurism territory is the opposite to the green Utopian Naturalism, while the pink
Animated Escapism is the opposite to the yellow Hyper Realism space. The grey and yellow blocks on
the left are expressions of the impulse to ‘embrace our tech destiny’, while the pink and green ones are
forms of the impulse to ‘re-articulate our humanity’ through technology. The two bottom squares both
relate to meanings grounded in the real world here and now, while the top two are both located by our
imaginations in distant places in time and space.

The underlying impulses the map reveals
The outer frame of the map indicates that the implicit human response to the technological tsunami we
live in is split between our impulse to embrace the change versus the resilience of our innate human
drives. And that this struggle plays out in worlds that are either more real/grounded, versus others that
are more linked to our imagination.
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This map tells us where brands sit with regard to each territory and therefore the kind of future vision
they implicitly express. So let’s look at the territories and how brands operate in each.

______________________________________________________________ T E R R I T O R Y 1

NEO FUTURISM

• Embracing the aesthetics
of mathematics
• The beauty of androgynous
cyborgs
• Surpassing the
imperfections of biology
• Sublimating the physical
substrate of human minds
into technology that can
cross the universe

Neo Futurism is the most alien seeming of our territories. It is most explicitly expressed in the acute
angular geometry of Elon Musk’s Cybertruck and the visionless gaze of Balenciaga’s android models.
Neo Futurism is shaped by ideas like the one your hear from Grimes, that people will one day upload
their consciousness into a format that can be projected across the universe – fulfilling the destiny of
humans to transcend their physical substrate. According to this ideology humans are a stage in a journey
from viruses to whatever 'we' become. To some that is an inevitable and natural process. To others it is
the end of humanity as our being is relocated from our three-dimensional bodies into the two
dimensions of a silicon chip. The aesthetic in this space is in a sense ‘post human’.
Now let’s look at the opposite territory (as these territories make sense through opposition), a place
where you might feel more at ease and where many more brands operate.
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_________________________________________________ T E R R I T O R Y 2

UTOPIAN NATURALISM
• ‘Nature’ seen through
the prism of digital
technology
• Caricatured and simplified
• Idealised values of nature
(purity, innocence,
blameless joy)
• Sense of underlying
moral qualities,
sanctity of creation

Consider how digital technology sits beside the near universal desire for things natural and organic:
beards, vegan smoothies and artisan pale ale. At first it feels like a contradiction but look closely and
you will see for example that trendy vegan restaurants such as Redemption express their ‘naturality’
though the pastel coloured perfection of Instagram filters. ‘Nature’ here is projected through technology
yet retains its emotive essence as something cleansing and restorative. That is quite different to Neo
Futurism where humans are not restored but become ‘something else’.
Utopian Naturalism encompasses the ideas expressed by Andrew Yang about the end of work, universal
income and ultimately a kind of tech enabled communitarianism that could unlock our true humanity.
In that world, technology has liberated humans from the daily struggle for survival, so that we can
become more creative, more ethical, more human. The right-hand side of the frame is all about being
more human, not less and looks a lot like a secular/techno ‘Garden of Eden’.
It’s breakfast Jim but not as we know it…
One would think it obvious that if we were to design a modern breakfast cereal that we would want it
to belong in this bottom right hand world of ‘Utopian Naturalism’. And many cereals do operate there
(e.g. Dorset Cereals). But that is not always the case. With Vector, a functional cereal, Kellogg’s has
engaged with something that belongs in Neo Futurism. Huel sits in the same space – they treat the body
as a machine in need of fuel, one for which sensual or spiritual gratification is irrelevant.
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___________________________________________________ T E R R I T O R Y 3

ANIMATED ESCAPISM

• Caricature embraces
higher levels of intensity
and mental involvement
• Limitless creative vistas
• Reality and Rationality
in abeyance
• Morality tales

This space is possibly the most vivid as its purposes are to do with entertainment and the driving force
in this territory are games such as Fortnite.
Gaming has influenced films from the Marvel franchise to the ‘first-person shooter' hit 1917 and TV with
shows like Sex Education with its weird pastel filtered Americano-Welsh backdrop. On the catwalk we
have had Gucci’s Geek Chic and Supreme toting Hypebeasts, all channelling the ‘life imitating video
game’ vibe of self-conscious caricature. This is a world that is about Escape from Reality, into the
infinities of digitally powered imagination. But it is still a moral world, where humanist ethics hold sway
- the Marvel Films are amongst other things, modern morality tales. This is a world enabled by machines
but created for human gratification (machines don’t require entertainment). Remember here we are on
the right-hand side of the frame, which is all about distinctly human characteristics, in particular the
need for ‘escape’. Now let’s switch over to its opposite.
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____________________________________________________________ T E R R I T O R Y 4

HYPER REALISM

• Perspective from ultra
mobile, high definition,
completely connected, all
seeing, all knowing
mechanical eyes
• Nature and machine
merged to reveal new
levels of reality
• The machine-like
characteristics of natural
environments becomes
evident (and vice versa)

If the most iconic representative of ‘Animated Escapism’ is computer gaming, then the iconic equivalent
in Hyper Realism is the Drone. It’s a truism that when people first saw photos of Earth from Space it
shifted our notion of the planet and its place in the universe. Now the ubiquitous, all seeing, ultra-mobile
Drone marks a deepening of this shift. From the machine’s eye view, we and our civilisation are seen
not just from different angles but seen as something different. Imagine an alien intelligence looking at
a city from the sky, it might well see the patterns of city streets the way we see the shell of a snail, and
perceive that, those contours of concrete corrugation are what humanity itself looks like. And they’d
right! That’s us down there.
At the micro level, digital tech allows us to see our life enhanced by new layers of information which
radically transform ‘a bike ride’, with info on route, distance, calory burn, all in real time. Looking
through Google Glass we see further dimensions to reality, perhaps a health indicator of the person we
are talking to. This is an amplified reality that is focused and immediate but also deeply different to predigital ways of seeing.

The Shadow
So far the description of each territory has focused on its more benign characteristics. But there is a
shadow to each which is expressed in the chart below.
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Shadow Square

The natural human inclination to worry means that all of these ‘shadows’ (surveillance fascism, species
loss, infantilism, distraction) are familiar. The value of pointing them out is to highlight the challenge
posed for creative work in each territory: things we all know about but which brands, in their struggles
for survival are inclined to ignore. Flipping this around, addressing these anxieties is an enormously
significant way of meeting emerging human need.

Positioning for the future
Whether you have considered it or not, your brand exists on this framework. The positive value of
examining it is to understand how your brand can best adapt to this cultural tsunami. Even the most
traditional brands are projected through Instagram and have to deal with the aesthetic implications of
that. It is clearly better to have an explicit thought process about how these changes provide
opportunities for amplifying brand positioning, rather than respond ad hoc to its most immediate
pressures.
We hope that this map might help to do that. Please get in touch if you’d like to know more about the
codes and the territories.
Amaranth Insight May 2020

AMARANTH INSIGHT amaranthinsight.com
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